No one wants to be left in the dark.

Without continued support for your LiteTouch® system, you face the possibility of losing control of your lights. Your authorized Vantage dealer offers an easy upgrade path that will provide you with the peace of mind continued support brings.

Simple installation with minimal disruption

- No drywall repair - your installer can use the existing LiteTouch®/Savant® enclosure to install your system, leaving no need for drywall repair
- Use existing wiring – we are able to use your existing wire, which means no holes or additional cost of new wire
- Simple keypad replacement - replace your LiteTouch keypads with Vantage keypads using existing electrical boxes and wiring
- Keep your existing control system – we are capable of reprogramming your control system to interface with the Vantage lighting solution

Reliable and serviceable product

- 5 year warranty - all new Vantage product comes with this best-in-industry warranty
- Industry leading interfaces - from elegant, programmable keypads to the unique Equinox family of touchscreens and mobile apps
- Keypad LED brightness – our keypads are backlit, laser-engraved, and can be programmed to adjust brightness depending on the time of day
- Auto system backup - full 52 week project file backup weekly on the controller
- Precise dimming technology – from incandescent to LED light sources, Vantage systems are adept at controlling the widest range of light sources
- UL listed product – all Vantage products are designed in the USA and UL listed

Supported by experience and future compatibility

- Over 30 years in the industry - Vantage has been providing professional grade lighting control longer than most
- Backed by Legrand – Legrand is a multi-billion dollar corporation, operating in 180 countries and is the parent company of Vantage
- Reliability of a wired lighting solution – your Vantage system will continue to provide the same reliability throughout its life
- Backward compatible solution – for 20 years, Vantage has made our solution backward compatible; as new products are created, they can be easily added to existing projects
- Expandability – your system can always be expanded with ease using either wired or wireless options
- Future ready - invest in a system that can grow and adapt as your requirements change

www.vantagecontrols.com